WATERFALL BRAID

(The bright light of a YouTube video. Windy with a doll, who is wearing an a-line skirt and a crop-top.)

WINDY
Hi guys! Can I just say – wow!
So many new followers, it’s crazy! I’m so honored!
The AG community is just really an incredible place.
Okay so today I’m going to be demo-ing a waterfall braid.
These are really great paired with historicals because it’s just super pretty and very elegant.
Okay so let’s get started! Oh shoot wait...

(The camera – her phone – lights up.)

(We see an Instagram shot of Marti and another girl drinking milkshakes.)

DREAMISAWISH01
“BFFs that shake together stay together.”

(Windy pretends to ignore.
She notices the Ivy doll has bent over slightly in the background.
She sits her back up straight, pets her hair, Regroups.)

WINDY
Hi guys!
This is WendyDarling01.
Okay so today I’m be showing you a waterfall braid on Kelsey.
This is great with historical outfits because it’s really pretty and very elegant.
Okay so let’s get started!
Okay so first you’re going to comb out her hair super well–oh by the way it goes without saying duh that you need a doll with like straight, smooth hair to do this one so yeah sorry um anyway – oh it’s especially good on blondes! Okay so comb it out and then
Okay I’m combing it out... it’s really important to use a specialty doll brush,
Mine is actually from Pleasant Company so it’s really vintage.
Okay so then you want to take two parts / and...

(The camera – her phone – lights up again.)

AGBOI97
Did you see? PrincessAG is selling those custom eyes now on Etsy?!

(Some of the color returns to her face.)
WINDY
Okay so take two parts, small like this, and then–

AGBOI97
They have these blue ones with gold specks like yours?
They’re going fast, I’m gonna buy them for you–
don’t worry, you can Venmo me or something.
But you need these, Wendy. They’re stunning. They’re glass.

(Windy lets herself smile.)

WINDY
Two parts. Just like this. Okay?

LIGHTS.